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A Combinatorial Representation of Links by Quasitoric Braids
V. O. MANTUROV
We introduce the notion of a quasitoric braid and prove that all link isotopy classes are represented
by closures of such braids.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To date, many ways for encoding links have been discovered, see, e.g., [1, 5], and [3]. One
of them is the encoding by closures of braids (Alexander’s theorem, see, e.g., [6]). Thus, it is
important to find a ‘good’ class of braids that encodes all link isotopy types. In the present
paper, we prove that all link isotopy classes can be encoded by a very small class of so-called
quasitoric braids; this class forms a subgroup in the braid group.
2. BRAIDS AND LINKS
We recall that a knot is a smooth embedding of the circle in R3. Usually, knots are consid-
ered up to isotopy, i.e., diffeomorphism of R3, preserving the orientation of R3. So we shall
deal with knot isotopy classes. One can also speak about a link, that is an embedding of the
disjoint union of several circles in R3, and about link isotopy classes. In the following, we
shall refer to both knots and links by using the generic term ‘knot’, until otherwise set.
Usually, a knot is represented by its planar diagram—a regular-type projection on a plane
that is a graph of valency four endowed with the structure of over- and undercrossings at each
vertex (crossing) of the graph, see Figure 1(a).
Besides, one can represent knots by closures of braids. An n-strand braid is a set of n
smooth non-intersecting and non-selfintersecting curves (strands) in R3, whose initial points
are (i, 0, 0), i = 1, . . . , n, and final points are ( j, 0, 1), j = 1, . . . , n, such that while moving
along a strand from the initial point of it to its final point, the third projection function is
increasing. Braids are considered up to isotopy, i.e., up to homotopy in the space of all braids.
Analogously to the case of knots, braids admit a representation by planar diagrams (i.e., by
projections on the plane Oxz). In regular position, it is a graph of valency four at all interior
points; final points of the graph are (i, 0) and (i, 1), i = 1, . . . , n, see, e.g., Figure 1(b).
For each n-strand braid we define the corresponding permutation σ ∈ Sn , where σ(i) is the
first coordinate of the lower end of the strand, having the upper end (i, 0, 1). A braid is called
pure if the corresponding permutation is identical.
It turns out (see, e.g., [2]) that for each natural n the set of n-strand braids (up to isotopy)
admits a group structure, where the unity is the braid with all vertical strands, the product is
just the result of placing one braid under the other, and the inverse element is the reflection in
{y = 12 }, see Figure 2.
The standard generators of the n-strand braid group, denoted by Bn , are the elements
σi , i = 1, . . . , n − 1, shown in Figure 3.
Now, having a braid diagram β, one obtains a knot diagram K as a closure of β, see Figure 4.
It is evident that isotopic braid diagrams generate isotopic knots (the reverse statement is,
however, not true).
Finally, let us formulate the two basic statements that we shall use.
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FIGURE 1. A knot planar projection; a five-strand braid.
FIGURE 2. Braid group operations.
FIGURE 3. Generators of the braid group.
FIGURE 4. Closure of a braid.
THEOREM 1 (ALEXANDER’S THEOREM). (Proof see in, e.g., [6].) All knot isotopy classes
can be represented by closures of braids.
THEOREM 2 (MARKOV’S THEOREM). (Proof see in, e.g., [4].) Closures of two braids β1
and β2 represent isotopic knots iff β1 can be transformed to β2 by using a sequence of the two
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FIGURE 5. Markov’s moves.
FIGURE 6. Toric and quasitoric braids.
transformations (Markov’s moves), shown in Figure 5 (on the right-hand side, both types of
additional crossing are available).
3. QUASITORIC BRAIDS
Among all braids, there exists a class of so-called toric braids, whose closures represent
knots, embeddable in the standard torus in R3.
These toric braids (depending on the two parameters p and q, where p is the number of
strands) are given by the following formula:
B(p, q) = (σ1 . . . σp−1)q
and have an intuitive interpretation, see Figure 6(a).
DEFINITION 1. A braid β is said to be quasitoric of type (p, q) if it can be expressed as
β1, . . . , βq , where for each β j = σ e j11 . . . σ
e j,p−1
p−1 , each e jk is either 1 or −1. In other words,
a quasitoric braid of type (p, q) is a braid obtained from the standard diagram of the toric
(p, q) braid by switching some crossing types, see Figure 6(b).
It is easy to see that the product of quasitoric n-strand braids is a quasitoric n-strand braid.
In fact, a more precise statement can be made.
PROPOSITION 1. For every p ∈ N, p-strand quasitoric braids make a subgroup in Bp.
To prove this result, we only have to prove the following.
LEMMA 1. For every p, the inverse of a p-strand quasitoric braid is quasitoric.
PROOF. We have to prove that for the braid δ = σ e11 . . . σ
ep−1
p−1 , each ei equals 1 or −1, the
braid δ−1 is a quasitoric braid. In this case, the proof of the lemma follows straightforwardly,
since each quasitoric braid is just a product of positive powers of such braids.
In other words, we have to prove that there exists a quasitoric braid η, such that η · δ is the
trivial braid.
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FIGURE 7. Inversing a quasitoric braid.
We shall prove that there exist δ1, . . . , δp−1, where δi = σ ei11 . . . σ
ei,p−1
p−1 , such that for
η = δ1, . . . , δp−1 we have that ηδ = e is the trivial braid.
Let us consider the shadow S of the standard toric braid diagram of type (p, p) that will
be the shadow of our diagram δ1 . . . δp−1δ. The lower part of this diagram has crossing types
coming from δ. So we only have to set the rest of the crossings (i.e., to define δ1 . . . δp−1
in order to get the trivial braid δ1 . . . δp−1δ). The lower part of the shadow S consists of n
strands: one of them (denote it by x) intersects all other strands once; other strands do not
intersect each other.
If we set all crossing types for the lower part of S as in δ then we see that some strands in
the lower part come over x , and the others come under x , see Figure 7(a).
Let us denote strands from the first set of strands by y1, . . . , yp, and strands from the second
set by z1, . . . , zq .
Let us say that for a pure r -strand braid β1 with strands ai , i = 1 . . . r , the order of strands
is a1 > a2 > · · · > ar if at each crossing X involving ai , a j , i < j, the strand ai comes over
a j . It is obvious that in this case β1 is trivial.
Now we can easily set all crossing types for the upper part of S in such a way that for the
braid δ1δ2 . . . δp−1δ the order of strands is y1 > y2 > y3 . . . yp > x > z1 > · · · > zq , see
Figure 7(b). So the braid ηδ is trivial, which completes the proof of the lemma. 2
Thus, we have the group of quasitoric braids. Now, let us state the main theorem of this
paper.
THEOREM 3. Each knot isotopy class can be obtained as a closure of some quasitoric
braid.
4. PURE BRAIDS ARE QUASITORIC
First, note that, by Alexander’s theorem, for a given knot K there exists a (not unique) braid
β, whose closure is isotopic to K . Our goal is to transform β in a proper way in order to obtain
a quasitoric braid.
Let us prove the following.
LEMMA 2. Every braid β is Markov equivalent to an r-strand braid whose permutation is
a power of the cyclic permutation (1, 2 . . . r) for some r.
PROOF. Suppose β has n strands. Consider the permutation α corresponding to it, and
orbits of the action of α on the set (1, . . . , n).
These orbits might contain different numbers of elements. Now, let us apply Markov’s move
for transforming these orbits. The first Markov move conjugates the braid; thus, it conjugates
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FIGURE 8. Generator bi j of the pure braid group.
the corresponding permutation. So, the number of elements in orbits does not change, but
elements in orbits permutate. The second Markov move increases the number of strands by
one, adds the element n + 1 to the orbit, containing the element n and does not change other
orbits. Thus, by using Markov’s moves, one can re-enumerate elements in such a way that
the smallest orbit contains n, and then increase the number of elements in this orbit by one.
Reiterating this many times, we finally obtain the same number of elements for all orbits. Sup-
pose the permutation corresponding to the obtained km-strand braid β acts on km elements in
such a way that each of k orbits of the permutation contains m elements. By conjugating β,
we can get the corresponding permutation equal to the mth power of the cyclic permutation
(1, 2 . . . km), k,m ∈ N. 2
Denote the obtained braid by γ . As shown in Lemma 2, γ is Markov equivalent to β.
The next step is to prove that γ is a quasitoric braid.
So, let us change the braid diagram of γ , without changing its isotopy type. To complete
the proof of the theorem, we have to prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 3. An r-strand braid whose permutation is a power of the cyclic permutation
(1, 2 . . . r) is quasitoric.
PROOF. Let γ be an r -strand braid, having the permutation (1, 2 . . . r)s . Consider the
braid γ ′ = γ B(r, 1)−s , where B(r, 1) is the standard toric braid.
Then, γ ′ is a pure braid. Besides, the braid γ ′ is quasitoric iff γ is quasitoric (hence B(r, 1)s
is a quasitoric braid). 2
Thus, it remains to prove the following.
LEMMA 4. Every pure braid is quasitoric.
In fact, one can choose generators bi, j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r of the pure r -strand braid group, as
shown in Figure 8, see, e.g., [3, 5].
Now, we only have to show that all generators bi j are quasitoric braids.
Actually, for all i and j between 1 and n, i < j , the braid bi j is a product of the two braids
b1i j · b2i j (they are shown in Figure 8 above and below the horizontal line), where the first
braid b1i j = σ−1i . . . σ−1j−2σ j−1 has ascending order of generators, and b2i j = σ j−1σ j−2 . . . σi
has descending order of generators, see Figure 8. Now, consider only stands from i th to j th.
Then, we can introduce the analogous definition of quasitoric braids on strands from i th to j th
(i.e., with other strands vertical). It is evident that both b1i j and b2i j are (i, j)-quasitoric braids
(for b1i j it is clear by definition, and b2i j is the reverse of a quasitoric braid).
DEFINITION 2. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n an n-strand braid ζ is said to be (i, j)-quasitoric if it
has a diagram with strands of it except those from i th to j th vertical and unlinked with the
other strands, and strands from i to j forming a quasitoric braid (in the standard sense). Such
a diagram is called a standard diagram of an (i, j)-quasitoric braid.
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FIGURE 9. Adding a ‘thin’ strand to a quasitoric braid.
To complete the proof of Lemma 4 and the main theorem, it suffices to prove the following.
LEMMA 5. Assume 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r . Then every (i, j)-quasitoric pure r-strand braid is
quasitoric.
PROOF. We use the induction on r − ( j − i + 1). We have to show that by adding a
separate vertical strand to the standard diagram of a quasitoric braid, we obtain a diagram of
a quasitoric braid.
Consider a standard quasitoric q-strand braid diagram ρ and add a separate strand on the
right-hand side (the case of a left-handed strand can be considered analogously). Let the initial
braid diagram be obtained from the toric braid (q, ql) by switching some crossings. Consider
the standard diagram of the pure toric braid (q +1, (q +1)l) and the first q strands of it. They
form the toric braid diagram of type (q, ql). Let us set the crossing types of these strands
as in the case of the diagram ρ, and let us arrange the additional strand under all the others.
Obviously, we get a diagram isotopic to that obtained from ρ by adding a separate strand on
the right-hand side, see Figure 9. 2
Thus, the standard generators of the pure braid group Pn , for arbitrary n, are quasitoric,
hence, by Proposition 1, so is every pure braid.
So, by using Markov’s moves and braid diagram isotopies to the initial braid diagram, we
obtain a quasitoric braid ζ , whose closure is isotopic to K , that completes the proof of the
main theorem.
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